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• What does AMSA do?

• Unmanned and autonomous in Australia

• International and national engagement

• Our challenges

Scope



Safe and clean seas, saving lives



Canberra, Australia





Autonomous and 

Unmanned vessels

Unmanned
Always monitored and under positive control, but 

no human onboard

Autonomous
capable of independent decision making without 

involvement of a human operator

Humans may be on board and/ or in a remote location

Regulated by Domestic and/ or International Law

Unmanned and autonomous vessels
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In Australia today: Sub-surface 



In Australia today: Surface 



Autonomous Warrior 2018

• 05-23 November 2018

• Surf, Sub-Surf, Air, Ground

• Defence led, but Commercial Vessels 

participating

• AMSA Regulations applied to many of 

the vessels

• Specific Exemption process

• Test our regulatory approach

• Identify high level regulatory 

principles

• Develop precedence 

• Test our procedures and shape future 

framework



The problem - Where do they sit?
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• Gaining experience

• Educating industry

• Regulating where necessary

• Shaping internal procedures

• Identify areas where change may be necessary 

with our laws

Building a precedence



• Categorising vessels by weight and speed – kinetic energy = associated risk

• Recognise key risks
– risk of collision, and 

– risk of damage to the environment

• As safe, if not safer than manned vessels

• Safety assurance and ability to survey is essential, but doesn’t need to be done by 

the safety regulator – e.g. ROs

• Flexible and adaptive to changes in technology

• The risk carried by owners and masters is different to that of the Safety Regulator-

this must be acknowledged by both to agree an appropriate regulatory approach 

• Our approach will be based on our understanding of the operational context

• A hobbyist mentality will not deliver a sufficiently rigorous approach to safety

Policy settings (concepts and ideas)



• What type of vessel? DCV, RAV, Foreign

– Reg. treatment is significantly different

• How can each vessel be regulated based on its 

risks?

• At what point does the safety regulator need 

safety assurance from a competent Recognised 

Organisation?

• Set the precedence now with regulatory 

treatment, and shape regulation of the future?

Decision making processes



• Uniqueness: marine environment, geographically remote 

and some unique industries

• Significant benefits to Australia through embracing 

proven automation

• Actively promote the use of technology that enhances 

safety and efficiency in shipping 

• Ethical and socially acceptable approach, which allows 

for transitioning – meaningful human control.

Australia’s interests in MASS



MSC100/5/6- Levels of automation



• Safety assurance

• Testing and certification of systems, 

infrastructure and technology

• Do traditional relationships need to change?

• Regulatory flexibility/balance – prescriptive v’s 

goal based 

• The placement of liability……

Our challenges



Thankyou


